


The All-In-One Production Suite is the smartest and fastest way to take the leap 

to pro audio and expand your creativity, without breaking the bank. Assembled to 

compliment the strengths of our Synergy Core interfaces, all pieces of the All-in-one 

Production Suite share features to help you start producing album-quality records at 

home, in the studio or on the go. Record with a mic capable of emulating the distinct 

characteristics of 18 historic mics, produce with an FX pack that features software 

models of some of the most recognized analog units in the recording industry, and 

combine everything with the most innovative music creation DAW software around.  

The All-in-One
Production Suite



What’s  
Included

Purchase a Synergy Core audio interface 

Designed with the intention to help you express your 

best ideas in the studio, all Synergy Core interfaces are 

equipped to give you creative freedom in your session 

without having to worry about sound quality or latency. 

Find new ways to immerse yourself in the recording 

process by employing real-time monitoring with FX, 

experiment by routing the signal of your external gear to 

any channel you want or mix in the box without taxing 

your computer’s CPU. Effortless music making with easy 

integration to all platforms! 

Get FREE Edge Solo modeling mic - This single-capsule 

large-diaphragm condenser mic gives you not only great 

sound, but also creative tools for the whole production 

process. Record vocals by picking your favorite emulation 

of a classic mic and start tracking in real-time. If you want 

to stay flexible, record clean and present the performing 

artist with the modeling options later on, in the mixing 

phase. 

Get FREE Bitwig Studio 3 –  The full version of the 

cross-platform DAW is for anyone who dares to be 

creative and has a knack for experimentation. With a 

big variety of instruments & effects for sound design 

and over 3,000 sounds & factory presets, the innovative 

software is also an extremely effective tool when it 

comes to flexibility in audio editing. The vast modulation 

possibilities that Bitwig gives you and the DC-coupled 

outputs in all Synergy Core interfaces is a dream 

combination for everyone seeking options to control 

analog synthesizers with CV. 

Get FREE FX Pack – Start creating music the moment 

you unbox your new interface! All our Synergy Core 

devices come with analog-modeled plugins for 

producing, recording and mixing. All effects are handled 

by the Synergy Core processing module which delivers 

imperceptible latency and real-time monitoring for the 

most enjoyable recording experience. In your FX library 

you can find a New York-born compressor, Finnish-

design pedal and many more software-modeled FX. 

 

 

T H E  A L L - I N - O N E  P R O D U C T I O N  S U I T E

Find out more at 

antelopeaudio.com



1. Buy a Synergy Core audio interface. 

2. The free Edge Solo modeling mic will be shipped together with your audio interface. 

3. The FX Pack will be automatically added to your user account and will be available to use in the 

Control Panel. 

4. Upon activation of the interface, you will receive an email with a serial number for the full version 

of Bitwig Studio*. After registration in the Bitwig website, you will be able to download the 

software and activate Bitwig Studio.  

* The license of Bitwig Studio includes 12 months of free upgrades.  
 It is a part of the All-In-One Production Suite and as such it can’t be resold as a stand-alone. 

T H E  A L L - I N - O N E  P R O D U C T I O N  S U I T E

How It Works



Discover Bitwig Studio, the innovative music creation and performance software. 
Arrange in the timeline, perform in the Clip Launcher, and build audio devices  

in The Grid. Bitwig Studio takes your musical ideas through each stage of production.



One Microphone To Complete Your Mic Locker
Edge Solo is a high-quality single-capsule large-diaphragm condenser 

microphone by Antelope Audio. Combined with Antelope’s cutting-edge 
modeling technology, it allows users to emulate the world’s most iconic 

vintage microphones with uncanny accuracy.
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